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CREAG MEAGAIDH CIRCUIT 

Distance Ascent Time Difficulty 

84.0km 1290m 5.0-7.0 hours Moderate 

 

Surface 

Mostly good land rover track and minor metalled road.  The single track section from Luib Chonnal 
bothy to Melgarve is boggy and rough in places. 

Hazards 

None 

Start 

Layby on the left of the A86 c.200m to the west of the entrance to Ardverikie Estate 

Finish 

Layby on the left of the A86 c.200m to the west of the entrance to Ardverikie Estate 
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Route 

Follow the A86 back to the entrance to Ardverikie Estate taking care while on this busy road.  
Cross the bridge and pass the barrier keeping to the right on a metalled road.   After c.600m it is 
worth taking a short detour right to visit Laggan beach. 

Continue along the metalled private road along the side of Loch Laggan to reach Ardverikie House 
made famous as the set for Monarch of the Glen and as Balmoral in series 4 of The Crown. 

Continue straight ahead at the house to pick up a forest road that continues through the trees 
along the south side of Loch Laggan. 
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Continue straight ahead at the end of Loch Laggan and climb the shoulder of Binnein Shuas to 
reach a junction.  Continue straight ahead and follow the forest road back down to reach a T-
junction. 

Turn left, cross the Abhainn Ghuilbinn passing several houses and follow the forest road uphill 
through the trees.  Ignore all tracks to the left to continue through the forest running parallel 
Laggan Reservoir. 
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Continue along the forest road, which eventually leaves the forest at a farm and turns steeply 
downhill into Fersit.  Cross the bridges over the railway and river and continue along the track to a 
T-junction. 

Turn right onto a metalled road and follow this until it reaches the A86 after re-crossing the 
railway. 

Turn left on the A86 (busy) and follow it downhill towards Roybridge. 
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Follow the A86  into Roybridge and turn right immediately after crossing the river following the 
signs for Glen Roy. 

Climb steeply out of Roybridge and follow the minor metalled road up Glen Roy.  It is worth 
stopping at the viewpoint to admire the “parallel roads”, old lake shorelines dating back to the last 
iceage. 
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Continue to follow the road up Glen Roy to its end at Brae Roy Lodge.  Pass between the 
outbuildings (left) and the lodge (right) and continue on a land rover track to cross Turret Bridge, 
which dates from the mid-eighteenth century. 

Turn right immediately after the bridge and continue up the glen with the river on the right. 
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Follow the land rover track until a path turns off to the left leading across rough grass to Luib 
Chonnal bothy.  Continue along the rough and boggy path beyond Luib Chonnal to ford the Allt 
Chonnal before climbing into a plantation. 

Continue along the rough and boggy single track across the watershed and into the headwaters of 
the River Spey. 

 

 

Beyond Shesgnan the path improves and turns into a land rover track before it crosses a bridge 
over the Allt Yairack and climbs to Melgarve. 

Turn right at Melgarve to join General Wade’s Military Road descending from the Corrieyiarack 
Pass, which soon changes from a land rover track into a metalled road. 
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Follow the metalled road over Garva Bridge, one of the original bridges on General Wade’s 
Military Road, until in crosses the Allt Crunachdain by a bridge between the embankments on 
either side of the river. 

Turn right immediately after crossing the bridge and follow the land rover track up towards 
Glenshero Lodge, bypassing the lodge to the left and continuing uphill through a gate and into a 
wood. 

Continue on the land rover track through the wood and the open hillside beyond, climbing all the 
way until it reaches a broad bealach.  Ignore the track to the right and descend gently at first then 
more steeply to reach the A86. 

Turn left on the A86 (busy) to reach the layby and the start point. 

 


